U. S. will stay in Asia, says prof.

Dr. W. H. Ingersoll

A political science professor at the University of Minnesota, Dr. W. H. Ingersoll, has stated that the United States must remain in the South Pacific region in order to prevent the spread of communism. He was addressing a gathering of faculty members at the University of Minnesota's College of Liberal Arts. Ingersoll's comments reflect the ongoing debate over the role of the United States in the Asia-Pacific region.

Maritime

General Motors: Boats bound for South Korea were loaded onto a freighter in Vancouver, B.C. yesterday. Shipyard workers at the West Coast Union of Boatswains' Union have been striking since March 17, demanding a 15% raise. The strike has affected several shipyards in the region.

Russian fishermen get to directions from space stations

By GERALD LEIN

The Moscow Observer

LONDON - Soviet belted aircraft stations will be able to give fishing directions on any day when asked for by fishermen, the Komsomol newspaper reported yesterday. The stations will operate in cooperation with the fishing sector of the Soviet Union.

New underwater capsule to be tried

By CHARLOTTE ANIERS, Jr.

The New York Times

The United States will soon begin testing an underwater capsule designed to carry two men to depths of 30,000 feet. The capsule, being developed by the United States Navy, will be used to explore the deep oceans for scientific and military purposes.

Ferry traffic heavy

By B. C. FISHERMAN

The Seattle Times

The ferry traffic between Seattle and Bainbridge Island was heavy today, with more than 5,000 passengers crossing the Sound during the day.

Ferries are a vital link between Seattle and the Olympic Peninsula, carrying thousands of passengers and vehicles daily.
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